
John Mastera

Like the professions of
law and medicine “back
in the day,” architecture
has taken its time
accepting women into
the largely male-
dominated fold.

But it’s the dawn of a
new day, with women
now comprising 43% of
architecture graduates
and increasing numbers
becoming members of the prestigious American Institute of Architects (AIA) and
going on to successful careers in the field.

New Canaan’s John Mastera, who heads John R Mastera + Associates
Architects, is well aware of the growing trend and has become directly involved
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New Canaan architect John Mastera, left, whose firm designed the complex house pictured
above, has become involved with helping young women enter the field of architecture, which
has long been dominated by men.
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Architect John Mastera said the creative
field of architecture would be further served
with more women involved creating
interesting houses and other structures.

in taking the word about the possibility of a career in architecture directly to
young women enrolled in private girl’s college preparatory schools in
Connecticut and beyond.

Mastera received his
initial training in
architecture at the
University of Nebraska,
getting his degree in
1984. He was selected
from several graduates
around the nation to
complete an
architectural internship
with the granddaughter
of Frank Lloyd Wright,
Elizabeth Wright
Ingraham. Following the
internship, in 1989 he
passed the very difficult, week-long Architectural Licensing Exam on his first try,
a feat accomplished by only 5% of those seeking to be licensed in the
profession.

“I then went to work for firms in Denver and Hartford, and ultimately decided to
settle in New Canaan,” he said. “My primary focus has always been design of
the very highest and individualized quality. I am interested in creating signature
pieces of architecture, whether residential or commercial.”

Mastera said he was originally trained as a modernist but has since expanded
his design horizons. “One of my first jobs in New Canaan was working on the
renovation and expansion of the landmark New Canaan Congregational
Church. We added 3,000 square feet of space while keeping the charm and
character of the original historic building intact. The project was completed in
1987.”

Mastera said he now describes his style of residential building as “mid-century
modern.”

“I do a lot of homes in shingle style, and also take a leaf from history, designing
Queen Anne and Victorian–style homes. I believe that details make a building
and incorporate porches, cupolas, balustrades and bell-shaped roof lines into
my designs. My clients, whether residential or commercial, tell me I am easy to
work with, listen to them and do my best to attend to their needs. I stay with my
projects from the very beginning until my clients turn the key in the front door.”

Reaching young women

Mastera said there is no doubt that women had a tough go of it in his field until
the past couple of decades.

“Post World War II, any woman determined to get a degree in architecture was
relegated to the back of the pack and usually ended up at the drafting table,
doing things like designing stairwells and elevator shafts. And on the
construction site, they were met with skepticism from contractors and
construction crews. Unfortunately some still hold on to this attitude even today.”

But Mastera said it was not only women who faced obstacles in his field. “Life
takes over once you graduate, and attrition in architecture is huge. Only about
half of architecture graduates take the licensing exam. In my class of 33
graduates from the University of Nebraska, I think only about a dozen are
practicing architects today. It is not an easy field. Getting your degree is only the
beginning.”

Mastera said he is well aware there are many bright and talented young women
with a penchant for math and design who have shown interest in his field but
may need extra encouragement and some mentoring to consider it seriously.

“I decided to develop a presentation aimed a girl’s schools with good programs
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in math, science, engineering and architecture,” he said. “I have developed a
program on architecture as a career that I present seminar-style to about 15
young women at a time.”

Mastera said his goal is to break through their inhibitions about the field and
open up their minds to the possibilities, especially the joy of creating beautiful
designs. “I encourage them to think about becoming full-fledged architects and
not be content with the drafting table,” he said.

Mastera takes scale models, renderings, and photographs to his programs,
encouraging the girls to analyze the different elements of design they contain.

At the schools he visits, Mastera said his audience is enthusiastic and totally
engaged. “The girls all want to come to hear the potential in architecture,” he
said. “At this point in their lives they are developing different skill sets and
sampling what careers might be out there for them. For those with the talents
and abilities needed to succeed, architecture is a field that I believe more
women should consider.”

Yes you can!

Mastera said he takes a hands-on approach with the young women.

“I do a free-flowing question and answer section and give them individual
advice on projects they may have underway. I encourage them to keep in touch
with me as they move forward. I truly enjoy opening up the world of architecture
as creative design to young people, boys as well as girls.”

To date, Mastera has led programs at the Westover School in Middlebury; Miss
Porter’s School in Farmington, and Canterbury School in Milford.

“I believe I can make a real impact with my presentations,” he said. “My
message is ‘Yes — you can do it!’ That’s really important to me. Sometimes one
person can make a world of difference in the path you choose in your life. I love
encouraging these young women and telling them to go for it.”

Mastera has lived in New Canaan with his wife, Jill, since 1987. The couple has
three grown children, twins Jenna and Amanda; and Jordan.

Anyone interested in a presentation by Mastera can contact him at his office at
203-966-6696.
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